What Do You Find
When You Collect Stamps
By Ronald Cone

My collecting of U. S. Stamps started with helping my Boy Scout Troop pass the Stamp
Collecting Merit Badge. I went on to collecting and ended up purchasing 2,200 pounds of
stamps on and off paper. It filled the largest enclosed U Haul trailer I could find. There were a
lot of interesting items in this pile of stuff.
But after time I started to purchase smaller boxes of stuff. Just a few of the items that I have are
in the following:

This is a Beer in Transit permit issued on October 24, 1944. In researching this permit with the
State of Washington I could not find anyone that new anything about it.
Hello Betty,
Here’s a good card for you collection.
It really isn’t a very good picture of
me, but the best I can every get!
None of my pictures ever flatter me.
Enough foolishness!
Helen Morgan

I hope these two people are great
friends.

Notice the price of gas in 1938. 10 gallons for $3.45 or just $.345 per gallon at the end of the
month. Prices went up because the 5 gallons on the 11th cost only $.23 per gallon.
A quart of oil is only $.30 plus $.01 tax. That makes sales tax 3%.
Where can you buy a tube for $3.45?

W

What can I say, this is an
official 1946 Certificate of
Baptism.
After finding this, I reached
out to St. Bernard Rectory
Office, 3100 Hempstead
Turnpike, Levittown, NY
11756.
They did not know the
whereabouts of the
individual. I could either
mail it to them or discard the
certificate.
I opted to keep it as an item
of interest.

Bank note with a stamp. In this picture you can barely see the cancellation cuts. These cuts
were applied to note that it had been processed. There was nothing on the back side to indicate a
mailing address.

This is a letter home from a son to his
father. It is dated February 14, 1896.
This is only the first page. The total letter
contained about 4 pages.

It is written in cursive and I found it a little hard to
read.
Good luck reading it.

This is an example of several postcards I found. They were made by James E. Doak who was a
Minister in the United Methodist Church in Colfax. I new him when I attended church there.
He made the Scenes from the Old West along with other types of postcards with stamps.
As I mentioned at the beginning of this presentation, I had purchase a huge amount of stamps.
Reverend Doak bought the last few hundred pounds that I had. This stamp may have been in
that batch.

What I found interesting about this envelope
and letter was the product.
This is a fencing company, but they are
shipping four dozen dust pans.
I have no clue about the 11 rubbers and three
knobs.
They are trying to keep a customer happy.

Pennsylvania New York Central Transportation Company 10 shares of Capital Stock.
The Pennsylvania Railroad absorbed the New York Central Railroad on February 1, 1968, and at
the same time changed its name to Pennsylvania New York Central Transportation Company to
reflect its absorption of the New York Central. The trade name of "Penn Central" was adopted,
and on May 8, the former Pennsylvania Railroad was officially renamed to the Penn Central
Company.

There is nominal value for the certificate on ebay
but nothing else.

The Literary Digest was doing a Secret Ballot to see how many people were in favor of the
continuance of the Eighteenth Amendment?.
Prohibition, legal prevention of the manufacture, sale, and transportation of alcoholic beverages
in the United States from 1920 to 1933 under the terms of the Eighteenth Amendment.
Although the temperance movement, which was widely supported, had succeeded in bringing
about this legislation, millions of Americans were willing to drink liquor (distilled spirits)
illegally, which gave rise to bootlegging (the illegal production and sale of liquor) and
speakeasies (illegal, secretive drinking establishments), both of which were capitalized upon by
organized crime.
As a result, the Prohibition era also is remembered as a period of gangsterism, characterized by
competition and violent turf battles between criminal gangs.
The Literary Digest was an influential American general interest weekly magazine published by
Funk & Wagnalls. Founded by Isaac Kaufmann Funk in 1890, it eventually merged with two
similar weekly magazines, Public Opinion and Current Opinion.

Registry Return Receipt from the post office at Everett, Washington on May 23, 1903 for the
Librarian of Congress. It was returned to T.S. Winry (best guess) at 1809 Rockefeller Ave in
Everett Washington.
It was mailed in Washington, D.C. May 25th 1903.
It now has a zip code of 98201 and appears on Google maps as a small house and the last sale I
could find was for $101,000.

Saint Margaret’s School in Waterbury, Connectient (spelling?). I think they are in Waterbury
Connecticut.
Notice the letter style. If is a far cry from email.
Information can be found on the internet about them having class reunions. As they were in
operation in the last 20's and early 30's I don’t think they would have a large turnout.

Statutory Warranty Deed
Next two pictures are basically self explanatory. Found it in an envelope with not address.

Would you like to claim the property?

A voter registration card for William J. Smith in Hartford, Conn.

This is a notice from the Treasurer of Whitman County to the Tekoa School District that $68.96
Special School Tax was collected for them in September 1896.
At the time I found this I new the Treasurer. I contacted the office and asked for proof that the
money had finally been remitted to Tekoa School District. They laughed and informed me that I
could just forget it. I contacted the school district and got about the same answer as to why
someone would be doing something as crazy as this.
So I sent them copies of this and a couple of other post cards that I found saying similar amounts
had been collected.

IN CONCLUSION
I have over 6 binders full of various types of letters, postcards and junk.
On a trip a few years ago, I purchased a box in Arizona. In looking through it, I came upon a
letter written in German. Did not think too much about it until a few nights later in an RV
campground we got to visiting with a couple who were traveling the U. S. in a rental RV and
they were from Germany. They were kind enough to translate the letter.
Turned out it was from a son, attending college in the U. S. and he was writing to let his parents
to let them know how he was doing. He had written it in German, presumably, because they did
not speak English.
My collection contains many college fraternity letters and correspondence with their national
organization.
There are many letters written in cursive that are extremely hard to read and some of them are
faded out in area.
Why do I keep this STUFF. Most of them moved through the mail and I collect stamps.

